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Abstract
Animals, plants, and fungi live in a microbe-dominated world. Investigating the interactions and processes at the host-microbe 
interface offers insight to how bacteria influence the development, health, and disease of the host. Optimization of exist-
ing imaging technologies and development of novel instrumentation will provide the tools needed to fully understand the 
dynamic relationship that occurs at the host-microbe interface throughout the lifetime of the host. In this review, we describe 
the current methods used in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) including cryo-fixation, sample processing, FIB-SEM, and 
cryotomography. Further, we highlight the new advances associated with these methods that open the cryo-EM discipline 
to large, complex multicellular samples, like symbiotic tissues. We describe the advantages and challenges associated with 
correlative imaging techniques and sample thinning methods like lift-out. By highlighting recent pioneering studies in the 
large-volume or symbiotic sample workflows, we provide insight into how symbiotic model systems will benefit from cryo-
EM methods to provide artefact-free, near-native, macromolecular-scale resolution imaging at the host-microbe interface 
throughout the development and maintenance of symbiosis. Cryo-EM methods have brought a deep fundamental under-
standing of prokaryotic biology since its conception. We propose the application of existing and novel cryo-EM techniques 
to symbiotic systems is the logical next step that will bring an even greater understanding how microbes interact with their 
host tissues.
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Biologists have gained an increasing awareness of the role 
of microbes in the overall health and disease of humans, as 
well as other animals, plants, and fungi. Animals and plants 
do not live in isolation, but rather build intimate relation-
ships with a myriad of microbes (Gilbert et al. 2012; McFall-
Ngai et al. 2013; Fronk & Sachs 2022). As such, symbi-
otic research is a rapidly growing research field. Through 
multidisciplinary and multiscale approaches, we continue 
to gain a better understanding of the impact of host-microbe 

interactions. They can form transient or chronic associations 
with microbial species throughout the lifetime of the organ-
ism, which determine the health, development, metabolism, 
and behavior of the host (McFall-Ngai et al. 2013). With 
the use of different model systems and integrative tech-
niques including for example proteomics, transcriptomics, 
advanced imaging methods, the research community is con-
tinuing to gain deeper insight into the interactions at the 
interface between microbe and host tissue.

Of particular interest are the single cell interactions 
between host and microbe at different stages of life of the 
host. The research can be broken down into different catego-
ries, including identifying the biogeographical location of 
the symbiont, which host cell(s) it is in contact with, which 
microstructures and molecules are used to interact and com-
municate between host and symbiont, and how this relation-
ship is maintained through health and disease.

This review focuses on the contributions and future 
directions of advanced imaging methods to the greater 
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understanding of the symbiotic relationships between ani-
mal and microbe; in particular, cryo-electron microscopy 
(cryo-EM) techniques and workflows. Histological tissue 
preparations and confocal imaging techniques have been, 
and will remain, valuable to understand the interactions of 
microbes with host tissue on a greater scale; these meth-
ods remain affordable, rapid, and informative (Aulner et al. 
2018; López-Jiménez & Mostowy 2021). Microbes, specifi-
cally bacteria, interact with host tissue using a wide variety 
of extracellular attachment structures. For example, surface 
pili are understood to be an essential component for host 
cell adhesion and colonization of symbiotic tissues (Sharma 
et al. 2021). Flagella are a well-recognized virulence factor 
for pathogenic bacteria. Additionally, recent work implies a 
role of the flagella in developing and maintaining a healthy 
gut microbiota (Akahoshi & Bevins 2022). Furthermore, 
bacteria have several different classes of secretion systems. 
The role these systems play in the development and main-
tenance of symbiosis is not yet fully explored (Cao et al. 
2018; Jani & Cotter 2010; Lin et al. 2021; Park et al. 2018; 
Russell et al. 2014).

To gain insight into the fine-scale interactions between 
host and microbes, the highest resolution imaging techniques 
like electron microscopy (EM) are required. The magnifi-
cation power of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
allows the visualization of macromolecular structures 
between and inside cells inside tissues. For conventional 
room temperature sample preparation, the tissue under-
goes extensive processing steps, including chemical fixa-
tion, dehydration, heavy metal staining, plastic embedding, 
and sectioning prior to imaging in an electron microscope. 
These sample preparation methods can introduce artefacts 
and obscure fine structural details, resulting in non-native 
structural and conformational changes (Ayache et al. 2019).

1  Cryo‑electron tomography

Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) is a relatively new 
field of electron microscopy that bypasses the challenges 
faced with chemically fixed samples (Milne & Subramaniam 
2009). It provides the means to acquire three-dimensional 
images of the sample in a near native state and at macro-
molecular resolution. The limit of resolution for cryo-ET is 
constantly being pushed by optimizing sample preparation 
and data processing methods. Attainable resolution is highly 
sample dependent. In ideal cases, sub-nanometer resolution 
has been achieved (Turk & Baumeister 2020), but the reso-
lution of thicker samples such as whole bacterial cells is 
typically in the range of 2–4 nm.

To prepare a sample suitable for cryo-ET, cells are grown 
on, or applied to, an EM support grid, then flash frozen in a 
liquid-nitrogen cooled cryogen (Fig. 1) (Dobro et al. 2010). 

This plunge-freezing is rapid enough to prevent the forma-
tion of ice crystals and transforms the sample into a glass-
like state by a process called vitrification. This method pre-
serves the ultrastructure of the sample without the typical 
artefacts associated with traditional EM.

The vitrified samples can be directly imaged using a cryo-
transmission electron microscope (cryo-TEM). For cryo-ET, 
images are collected while rotating the sample in the micro-
scope relative to the electron beam, resulting in a tilt series 
of images for each target. Computationally, the tilt series is 
then used to generate a high-resolution three-dimensional 
volume of the target called a tomogram (Harapin et al. 2015; 
Milne & Subramaniam 2009; Oikonomou & Jensen 2017).

2  Sample vitrification

At first, cryo-ET workflows were limited to very thin sam-
ples such as suspensions of viruses, isolated organelles, or 
prokaryotic cells. This is due to two limiting factors: first, 
thicker or more complex samples are not completely vitri-
fied using plunge-freezing methods, which can freeze up to 
a maximum sample thickness of 5 µm (Bouchet-Marquis & 
Hoenger 2011). Additionally, the electron beam must pen-
etrate the entire sample to generate an image. Therefore, 
samples that exceed 0.5 -1 µm are unsuitable for cryo-ET. 
Despite these limitations, this method has proven to be a 
very powerful tool to unravel structure and function of cel-
lular structures. For example, bacterial molecular machines 
have been imaged at high resolution using cryo-ET, includ-
ing chemotaxis arrays, flagellar motor, secretion systems, 
ribosomes and more (Liedtke et al. 2022).

In recent years, significant efforts have been made to 
overcome the size limitations of the samples that can be 
imaged with cryo-ET. In order to enable the proper vitrifica-
tion of thicker samples, high-pressure can be applied during 
the freezing process, which prevents sample expansion due 
to crystallization (Fig. 1) (Moor 1987; D. Studer et al. 2001). 
This allows complete vitrification of samples up to 200 µm 
(Daniel Studer et al. 2008). For high-pressure freezing, the 
biological sample is loaded into copper or aluminum plan-
chette carriers with the addition of a cryoprotectant. Sub-
sequently, the sample is frozen with 2000 atm pressure in 
milliseconds. If the sample is below the size limitation of 
200 µm in depth, the biological sample is frozen within a 
block of ice inside the planchette. The sample is then ready 
for further processing. Almost any sample is suitable for 
high pressure freezing (HPF), unless there are gaseous 
spaces like vacuoles inside the tissue, which can implode 
during HPF, resulting in gross tissue malformations. Thus, 
HPF provides the means for cryo-fixation of larger biological 
samples. It preserves their near-native structural state with-
out any chemical-fixation related artefacts. The maximum 
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size for HPF samples is limited by the physical properties 
and rate of heat transfer of water under elevated pressure.

Larger samples like tissue extractions, larvae, orga-
nelles, and cell suspensions can now easily be frozen and 
processed for cryo-EM, which expanded the application of 
highest-resolution imaging methods once limited to single 
cell preparation to tissues, organelles, and complex multicel-
lular systems.

3  Sample thinning

The second limitation that needs to be overcome is the thick-
ness of the samples that can be imaged. To enable imag-
ing of thicker samples that can be vitrified by HPF, they 
must be thinned before cryo-EM imaging (Fig. 1). Several 
methods are now available to do this, such as trimming and 
sectioning, or focused ion beam-milling (FIB-milling), or 
a combination of all three. Cryo-ultramicrotomes (CUMT) 
are used with diamond knives to trim and/or section HPF 

samples to within the size requirements for downstream pro-
cessing or imaging. Samples can be trimmed and sectioned 
into ultrathin sections directly suitable for cryo-EM with a 
method called cryo-EM of vitreous sections, or CEMOVIS. 
CEMOVIS is technically challenging and requires optimiza-
tion of cutting speed, section thickness, and handling tech-
niques. First, the frozen sample is trimmed with a diamond 
knife into a pyramid with a flat square top. Then, a diamond 
knife cuts sections from the prepared flat top which are 
guided onto a mesh support grid (Al-Amoudi et al. 2004). 
The notable disadvantages of CEMOVIS concern artefacts 
derived from mechanical stress during cutting with the 
knife. Compression, crevasses, curtaining, and knife marks 
in micrographs are the most common artefacts caused by 
the knife, which can distort molecular details (Al-Amoudi 
et al. 2005).

Another established method for sample thinning is called 
focused ion beam milling scanning electron microscopy, or 
FIB-SEM. A SEM beam is combined into one machine 
with a gallium-ion beam which is used to mill away tissue 

Fig. 1  Overview of currently 
developed cryo-ET methods. 
First row illustrates the range of 
sizes and diversity of samples 
used in cryo-ET studies. The 
second row illustrates the vitrifi-
cation method suitable for each 
class of sample type or size. 
Third row shows a visual repre-
sentation of how larger samples 
are manipulated to a suitable 
size for cryo-ET, and then also 
how cryo-ET data is collected 
from sufficiently frozen and 
thinned samples.  Adapted from 
Turk & Baumeister 2020
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at precisely targeted regions of interest with the goal to cre-
ate thinned areas suitable for cryo-ET. A support grid with 
a frozen sample is simultaneously monitored with the SEM 
beam, while the gallium-ion beam is used to mill away at 
the sample at a predetermined angle. A typical milling pat-
tern creates a thin window of tissue, or lamella, between 
100–300 nm in thickness. Operation of the FIB-SEM is 
comparatively straightforward, where the bulk of the work 
is involved in optimizing the shape of the milling window for 
lamellae formation, angle and thickness of lamellae, SEM 
beam conditions, and gallium-ion beam conditions (Hayles 
and Winters 2021). While lamellae are delicate and remain a 
challenge to transfer to the final imaging cryo-TEM without 
breaking, FIB-SEM overcomes a lot of the disadvantages of 
processing samples with the CUMT (Hayles & de Winter 
2021).

The specialized nature of these instruments, the level 
of training required to process samples and data, and the 
physical limitations in sample size are a few reasons why 
the application of cryo-EM methods has previously been 
restricted to only the most well-studied cellular models 
or isolated structures. However, innovative technological 
advances now offer the chance for larger, more complex 
systems to take advantage of highest possible resolution 
imaging methods of near-native samples. Symbiosis model 
systems are a logical choice to apply these large volume 
cryo-EM methods. Symbiotic host tissues interact with 
microbes using nanostructures, which require high reso-
lution imaging to gain insight into structure and function 
of these interactions. Bringing these samples to the cryo-
EM discipline provides a great opportunity to see the host-
microbe interface at unprecedented resolution, which we 
expect will become an essential tool for microbiome research 
in the future. Here we present notable examples where novel 
cryo-EM techniques have successfully been combined with 
established cryo-EM workflows to study larger, complex 
samples. Layering together these processes give us a window 
into the spatial and temporal interactions of hosts with their 
microbes. These pioneering studies have set the founda-
tion for how these technologies and methods can be applied 
directly to study complex host-microbe interactions.

4  Single cell host symbiosis and cryo‑ET

In host-microbe associations, the host symbiotic tissue or 
organism is typically much larger than the microbe, usu-
ally far-exceeding the size limitation for conventional cryo-
fixation methods like plunge freezing or even high pressure 
freezing. Therefore, such samples were not suitable for cryo-
EM imaging methods. A notable exception is a system with 
a single-celled amoebae, Acanthamoeba castellanii (the 
host) and environmental Chlamydiae (the microbe). While 

the majority of work on Chlamydia spp. is related to its func-
tion as a human and animal pathogen, some studies have 
been investigating environmental chlamydiae (Collingro 
et al. 2020). These cultured environmental chlamydiae are 
strictly intracellular and use amoebae as hosts, where the 
internalization process of the microbe and host-organelle 
recruitment is mediated by a dynamic bacterial structure 
called the type-3 secretion system (T3SS) (Pilhofer et al. 
2014). Much of the foundation of Chlamydiae biology was 
dependent on chemical fixation, dehydration, plastic embed-
ding, and heavy metal staining which are known to cause 
membrane artefacts, potential misrepresentation of struc-
tures, or loss of entire cellular components (Pilhofer et al. 
2010).

In 2014, Pilhofer et al. imaged bacteria inside their host 
cells for the first time, using cryo-fixation. Three environ-
mental strains of Chlamydiae and their amoebae host were 
high-pressure frozen, followed by the CEMOVIS method 
(Pilhofer et al. 2014). Results from their work and another 
group’s work (Nans et al. 2014) show localization of bacte-
ria within host cells, the surrounding membrane morphol-
ogy, and T3SS needle structures engaging with host cell 
membranes (Figs. 2a-2d). In addition, micrographs from this 
work provide evidence that a previously thought-to-be infec-
tious life stage, the crescent body, is an artefact derived from 
chemical fixation. Additionally, conventional EM methods 
have been implicated with mischaracterizing nucleoid and 
periplasmic membrane structures, a result from harsh sam-
ple preparation methods (Pilhofer et al. 2010). This is the 
first example of a study that successfully imaged bacteria 
inside their host at near-native, frozen-hydrated state using 
cryo-EM methods which avoid and uncover artefacts. These 
studies provided new insights into the biology of the host-
bacterial interface. In 2018, another noteworthy example of 
host-microbe visualization was successfully accomplished 
using a Salmonella-HeLa cell symbiotic system (Park et al. 
2018). This group was able to show the bacterial nanostruc-
ture, the T3SS, interacting with cultured HeLa cell plasma 
membranes and follow up with high-resolution structural 
analyses (Figs. 2e and 2f). These studies are great examples 
of how cryo-ET methods can provide additional insights 
into well-studied structures and further our understanding 
of complex interactions at the host-microbe interface.

5  Multicellular organism sample 
preparation and cryo‑ET

The majority of symbiotic systems involve larger, multicel-
lular hosts which face additional challenges or limitations 
in cryo-EM workflows as compared to single cell systems. 
Due to their size, symbiotic multicellular tissues cannot be 
successfully frozen using a plunge freezer and therefore 
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require specialized equipment like the HPF for cryo-fixation. 
While each sample type requires its own optimization for 
HPF methods (Mcdonald et al. 2007), as long as the sample 
is within the size limitations of HPF vitrification, studying 
larger samples with cryo-EM is now possible. Second, once 
the sample is frozen it must be reduced in size to be suitable 
for cryo-ET. As outlined above, methods for sample thinning 
include CEMOVIS (sections) or FIB-SEM (lamellae). Creat-
ing lamellae from large multicellular samples often requires 
unrealistic milling times and comes with the added challenge 
of target localization within sample before, during and after 
milling. Once lamellae are created, sample handling and 

transfer between machines continues to provide challenges 
regarding stability and ice contamination. These workflows 
are difficult, low-throughput, and required a high level of 
technical training.

Shortly after the single-cell host work with Chlamy-
diae-amoebae was reported, an innovative workflow was 
developed to optimize sample preparation and cryo-ET 
of multicellular samples, specifically Caenorhabditis ele-
gans embryos and worms (Harapin et al. 2015; Mahamid 
et al. 2015). A whole C. elegans embryo was frozen by 
HPF, thinned using FIB-SEM, micromanipulated using a 
novel technique called lift-out, and imaged using cryo-ET. 

Fig. 2  Bacterial secretion sys-
tems at the host cell interface. 
Cryotomogram slice show-
ing Simkania type 3 secre-
tion system (T3SS) needle 
(arrowhead) interacting with 
host cells (a), enlarged in (b), 
adapted from Pilhofer et al. 
2014. Cryotomogram slice 
showing four Chlamydia cells 
interacting with cultured host 
cell (c). White boxes outline 
T3SS directly contacting host 
cell. Three-dimensional surface 
representation of host surface 
(yellow), bacterial cells (green/
blue), and T3SS (red), gener-
ated from segmentation (d), 
(c) and (d) adapted from Nans 
et al. 2014. Cryotomogram slice 
showing Salmonella typhimu-
rium mini cell interacting with 
HeLa host cell via T3SS (e), 
plasma membrane (PM), outer 
membrane (OM), and inner 
membrane (IM). Three-dimen-
sional surface representation of 
S. typhimurium’s (green) T3SS 
(blue spike) interacting with 
host PM (red) with underlying 
actin filaments (orange) (f), (e) 
and (f) adapted from Park et al. 
2018
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Subsequent work led to the development of novel and 
improvement on existing correlative imaging instruments 
to increase throughput and aide in accuracy during sample 
preparation workflows (Gorelick et al. 2019). Lift-out is a 
technique that follows successful lamellae milling. A micro-
manipulator within the column grasps the thinned lamellae, 
removes it from surrounding substrate, and transfers it to 
a support grid, which gets transferred into the cryo-TEM 
(Figs. 3a and 3b). The use of the lift-out method reduces the 
milling time required in thicker samples. A single lamel-
lae can take an hour to mill on thin samples, but can take 
10 s of hours on thicker multicellular samples (Harapin et al. 
2015). Lift-out streamlines the sample preparation process 
by no longer requiring the removal of all the tissue above 
and below the lamellae, but just enough for the pinchers to 
grasp the lamellae. The relative location of the region of 
interest within the sample will be critical to the successful 
application of FIB-SEM lift-out on a sample, i.e., the region 
of interest will need to be close enough to the surface of the 
sample to be accessible by both the gallium beam and the 
lift-out pinchers. Optimizing orientation of sample during 
freezing followed by sufficient trimming of the sample prior 
to lamellae formation will ensure a lamella can be milled 
where the host-microbe interface is found. Lift-out tech-
niques are promising for the future of FIB-milling but are 
technically challenging and require specialized instruments. 
Alternatively, a newly described FIB-milling technique 
called the Waffle Method has been developed that does not 
require the specialized equipment needed in lift out methods 
(Kelley et al. 2022). The Waffle Method is an approach in 

which the sample is high pressure frozen directly onto a 
mesh grid. The FIB-SEM is used to mill grid lines into the 
top of the frozen sample, into a ‘waffle pattern’, as a sort 
of atlas. Two trenches are milled within each grid square, 
then an angled lamella is milled between the trenches. Their 
results show this method to increase throughput and stability 
and is applicable to many different sample types. We expect 
ongoing development of creative solutions like the Waffle 
Method to address the challenges seen in the large-volume 
sample processing.

During lamellae preparation, accurate target localization 
in the region of interest is essential. However, to mill lamel-
lae containing features of the internal host-microbe interface 
or otherwise heterogeneously distributed features, additional 
imaging modes are required. Correlative microscopes com-
bine the power of epifluorescence light microscopy on an 
cryo-EM sample, like the Cryo-CLEM (Liedtke et al. 2022). 
However, this is a separate instrument which then brings 
the risk of ice contamination and sample loss during each 
additional cryo-transfer. In 2019, the Photon Ion Electron 
Microscope, or the PIE-scope, was designed to overcome 
these challenges by integrating a light microscopy objec-
tive inside the FIB-SEM column, facilitating real-time veri-
fication of fluoro-labelled targets in lamellae during milling 
(Gorelick et al. 2019) (Figs. 3c and 3d). We expect this to be 
particularly useful for symbiotic tissues, i.e., a sample con-
taining GFP-labelled symbionts which would aide in rapidly 
and accurately determining milling regions.

Method development and workflow optimization remains 
a high priority focus for processing large volumes samples 

Fig. 3  Advanced large-volume 
techniques with FIB-SEM. 
Attachment of micromanipula-
tor to milled lamellae for lift-out 
(a), outlined yellow region 
shows remaining attachment 
point to be FIB-milled away. 
Excised lamellae attached to 
micromanipulator (b), (a) and 
(b) adapted from Parmenter & 
Nizamudeen 2021. Correla-
tive microscopy images of C. 
elegans worm using fluores-
cence and SEM with PIE-scope 
before (c), and after milling a 
lamella (d), (c) and (d) adapted 
from Gorelick et al. 2019
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for cryo-ET studies. These workflows have technical chal-
lenges and are often time consuming. Recent unpublished 
work has taken a slightly different approach to overcome the 
size limitations of traditional plunge freezing methods (Bäu-
erlein et al. 2021). Bäuerlein et al. have recently provided 
evidence for sufficient vitrification of large volumes sam-
ples using a plunge freezer. Drosophila melanogaster larvae 
nervous systems were excised, incubated in 10% glycerol, 
and then plunge frozen onto a support grid. Samples were 
then directly FIB-milled and then imaged. Their results pro-
vide evidence of proper vitrification throughout the sample 
relative to PBS-only controls. This approach opens up the 
possibility of directly plunge freezing large-volume samples 
onto grids. Further research and applications of preincuba-
tion methods will indeed be exciting for this area of method 
development. The studies discussed here describe notable 
novel methods and instrumentation suitable for larger mul-
ticellular cryo-EM sample preparation.

6  Future applications of cryo‑EM methods 
to large‑volume samples

Studying symbiotic systems offers insight into how host and 
microbe affect overall health of each other, before, during, 
and after association. Combining tools across different dis-
ciplines allows a deep dive into translating the conversation 
between the host and microbes. Multi-organism symbiotic 
relationships are complicated to tease apart the interaction 
between the host and potentially 10 s or 100 s of different 
species of bacteria. One symbiotic system that overcomes 
this challenge is the Squid-Vibrio system, a binary associa-
tion between the Hawaiian bobtail squid, Euprymna scol-
opes, and the bioluminescent gram-negative marine bacte-
rium, Vibrio fischeri. Upon hatching, the light organ of the 
bobtail squid is colonized by a single species of bacteria, V. 
fischeri; however, it remains aposymbiotic in the absence 
of the appropriate symbiont, offering great experimental 
control of different symbiotic states. The last 30 + years of 
research in this system has shown in great detail the timing 
and location of key symbiotic events throughout the lifetime 
of the animal, reviewed in detail from the host and microbe 
perspectives here, respectively (Nyholm & McFall-Ngai 
2021; Visick et al. 2021). Multiscale metabolomic (Koch 
et al. 2020), transcriptomic (Kremer et al. 2013; Moriano-
Gutierrez et al. 2019), computational (Nawroth et al. 2017), 
and light microscopy approaches (Essock-Burns et al. 2020) 
have brought to light the journey V. fischeri goes through 
before, during, and after colonization into the light organ 
of this bobtail squid and the impact on the long term biol-
ogy of the host. We propose that the light organ of the 
bobtail squid is particularly well-suited to applications of 
these novel, advanced techniques in cryo-EM large-volume 

sample processing. Applications of cryo-EM workflows will 
provide a near-native, high-resolution lens into the inter-
face of V. fischeri with host tissue through the onset and 
maintenance of symbiosis. The fundamental simplicity of 
the Squid-Vibrio relationship makes this system a logical 
next choice for application of the emerging tools originating 
from the cryo-EM community, outlined above.

Successful adaptation of cryo-EM workflows to large-
volumes samples with simplified symbiotic relationships 
will lead to application of cryo-EM technology to more 
complex symbiotic associations. The zebrafish, Danio 
rerio, model system would be a great candidate for these 
methods (Burns & Guillemin 2017). The zebrafish system 
is a powerful model to study host-microbe interactions that 
offers a myriad of genetic-manipulation tools for the host 
and its microbial partners, which are both easily maintained 
in the lab (Douglas 2019). One major challenge with com-
plex symbiotic samples is the identification of potentially 
many different microbial species within a single sample, 
especially during FIB-milling. One solution would require 
the inoculation of the host with differentially fluoro-labelled 
bacteria and using the correlative imaging technologies out-
lined above, most notably the setups that allow coincident 
FIB-milling and light microscopy, e.g. the PIE-scope (Gore-
lick et al. 2019). A wide range of symbiotic systems would 
benefit from the capabilities of cryo-EM including, but not 
limited to: the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster (Doug-
las 2018); the honey bee, Apis mellifera (Raymann & Moran 
2018); the freshwater hydroid, Hydra vulgaris (Deines et al. 
2017); and also the rapid expansion of available organoid 
culture systems (Rauth et al. 2021).

7  Conclusions

Cryo-EM is a relatively young field with a large driving 
force for innovation and technology. The discipline was 
originally limited in application to samples such as iso-
lated proteins, viruses or small prokaryotic cell. However, 
it has quickly transitioned to the exciting next frontier for 
whole animal, multi-organism complex samples. The drive 
for advancement in this field stems from the development 
of commercially available machines like HPF, FIB-SEM, 
correlative microscopes and continued innovation lies with 
the creative solutions to increase feasibility, throughput, and 
accessibility.

For the last decade, it is clear that great strides have been 
made for developing techniques, manufacturing and combin-
ing instruments, and compiling workflows to bring artefact-
free, native-state, highest resolution imaging capabilities 
to the metaorganism research arena. Rapid development at 
every step of the large-volume sample pipeline continuously 
pushes the boundaries of sample size limitation, providing 
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new opportunities to study unique model systems, and hard-
to-reach tissues. While the future is promising, a few chal-
lenges remain difficult to overcome. Cryo-EM’s first applica-
tion in 1998 to our fundamental understanding prokaryotic 
biology has come a long way. And the applications of these 
techniques and technologies to the metaorganism and sym-
bioses systems is the next frontier.
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